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Foreward

This bibliography represents over 500 faculty/staff publications published at The College at Brockport during 2010-2014. It includes citations from all of the schools and many academic departments. Citations were gathered from a number of sources including a call to authors and the use of online databases. The bibliography is primarily, but not exclusively, composed of books, book chapters, DVD/films, refereed scholarly articles and other scholarship efforts.

The number of citations since last publication of this list has increased significantly. In part, this can be attributed to Brockport’s vibrant faculty with many new names and areas of scholarship represented. The bibliography also provides evidence of the many senior and emeriti faculty who continue active scholarship activities.

Bibliography Online

The bibliography is available online in the campus institutional repository DigitalCommons @brockport. Citations can be searched by author, department and school. The online bibliography is particularly useful in that it includes links to full text for many of the articles listed. The list can be updated as a living document by harvesting citations as they are published. The online version is available at: http://digitalcommons.brockport.edu/

Conclusion

This bibliography is not exhaustive, but is intended as a representative sample of the rich body of scholarly work being done by Brockport faculty, staff as well as students. We offer our apologies for omissions/errors. This year’s bibliography was compiled by Laura Dumuhosky, Kim Myers and Wendy Prince with assistance from library student staff, Emily Goldsmith. Please submit additions and corrections to Kim Myers, digital repository specialist (kmyers@brockport.edu)

Special thanks to Richard Black, Pat Kendall, Mary McGonigal and Matt Yeoman for their assistance.

Mary Jo Orzech, Ph.D.
Director, Drake Memorial Library
Library, Information and Technology Services
4/1/15 v3
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